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Featured Article
How to learn from the missteps you’ve made & improve your 
company’s profits 
By George Hedley

Many contractors struggle with their finances, simply because they fail to study the numbers and are unaware of 
their true financial situation. Often, it isn’t until after a project is completed that such contractors learn of their 
financial condition.

Among the majority of construction business owners, one common financial misstep is not tracking and 
understanding how estimates and bids compare with final job costs. Many don’t know their current overhead or 
profit markup, and worse, they guess what each should be.

Where’s the Money?
As a business coach, one of the first things I review is my client’s profit and loss (P&L) statement. A P&L statement is 
a scorecard of your performance as a business owner. After review of P&L statements, almost without exception, 
I observe that invoices and job costs are not tracked correctly or charged to the right codes or accounts (i.e., the 
way they bid and estimate projects doesn’t match how the projects are job costed.)

A recent client’s year-end P&L statement showed an annual overhead markup of 10% and a net-profit markup 
of 5%. When asked what markup he typically uses on bids, he replied, “We always use 20% total markup for 
overhead and profit.”

But, if that was the case, why wasn’t he wasn’t making 10% net profit markup instead of the 5% showing on 
his P&L statement? The client told me he was happy with the 5% net profit, even though he bid to make 10%. 
“Really?” I asked. “You’re happy losing 5% somewhere in the process?”

He wasn’t sure where the 5% profit shrinkage went, but he thought his estimated cost was likely not exhaustive. 
After a deeper dig, I discovered he was correct—the lost 5% could be accounted for in the items he forgot or 
didn’t include in his estimates, including equipment, fuel, permits, delivery charges, overtime, call-backs and 
supervision. All of these items were paid from the overhead account and, therefore, weren’t charged to the 
appropriate jobs.

Discovering Your Company’s Financial Issues
It requires a massive amount of effort to correctly estimate, bid on and be awarded a project. If you have good 
accounting software and staff who understand the importance of knowing and tracking the numbers, managing 
your finances only takes a few concentrated hours per week.

But before you can correct your financial missteps, you and your managers must make it a priority to get the 
numbers right. Which of these financial issues—accounting problems, estimating errors or job-costing mistakes—
do you have?

• Not matching bid estimates to accounting charges for every job on your P&L statement

Continued on page 4 
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December  
5-6 
Bring Your ‘A’ Game to Work
December 5-6, 8:00 am - 12 pm
no cost. Lake Area Technical 
Institute, register at 605-882-5284 
ext. 320

December
09
2019 South Dakota LEADS 
Conference for Women
Monday, December 9, 2019 
2pm-6:30pm
Register Here.

December   
05
Top Safety Insights from 2019 & 
Vision for 2020 (webinar)
Thursday, December 5, 2019 
1pm CT
Register Here.

Upcoming 
Training 
& Events

November  
22
Development of Alternative 
Bridge Superstructures (webinar)
Friday, November 22, 2019
10am - 11:30am
Learn More.

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/2019-south-dakota-leads-conference-for-women-registration-75068631297?aff=ebdiglgoogleseo
https://www.constructionbusinessowner.com/top-safety-insights-2019-vision-2020#register
https://www.translearning.org/events/view.php?id=858
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• Paying invoices, payroll and job costs to the wrong accounts or under the wrong county or state codes
• Not matching estimates to project budgets or accounting systems
• Padding bid estimates to cover things not included but not looked into
• Using labor rates in bid estimates that are not the actual costs required to cover taxes, health insurance, 

liability and workers’ compensation insurance, paid vacation, holidays, bonus pay, pension and profit-sharing 
contributions, downtime or shop time when there’s no work

• Not including extra time in labor-hour estimates to cover overtime, weather delays, call-backs, punch-list 
work or extra move-ins

• Not including costs for company-owned trucks and equipment in bid estimates and, subsequently, not 
charging for any equipment, making overhead absorb the cost

• Not taking into account costs for small tools, cellphones, tablets, trucks, fuel, mobilization, safety equipment 
and training time in your bid estimate

• Bidding general conditions, project management and supervision as a percentage add-on to estimates and 
bids versus calculating the estimated actual cost per job

• Charging too little for change orders, costs, and labor and equipment rates
• Charging the same overhead and profit markup on every job
• Not using markup percentages that cover annual overhead expenses in full
• Not knowing your annual profit goal’s necessary percentage markup

Using Variable Markup Distribution
To maximize your markup, use the list above to acknowledge the top financial issues you need to fix. If you aren’t 
sure of your financial condition, ask for help from a mentor or meet with your accountant. Remember: Your goal 
is to make money. And making money starts with knowing and tracking your numbers, as well as using accurate 
job costs to bid and calculate costs.

Your bids must match the way you job cost and line up with the way your income statement is laid out and 
presented. And you, before the accounting manager, must know and are responsible for accurate numbers that 
generate profit.

Next, take a hard look at how you mark up project labor, materials and subcontractors. You can use the same 
markup for every job, or you can use a better strategy, one which uses different markups based on job size. As 
you know, your competition tends to reduce total markup to win bigger contracts. And larger jobs attract larger 
competitors to bid against. The larger the contractor, the smaller the overhead percentage generally gets, as job 
size and volume increases.

The typical annual overhead markup for a $5 million to $10 million contractor runs from 15% to 20%, and 
sometimes more. The typical annual overhead markup for a $25 million to $35 million contractor is only 8% to 
10%. Don’t fall into the trap of thinking these are the numbers for success simply because they are the norm. As 
jobs get smaller and smaller, your markup will increase to handle all the time, effort, supervision and overhead 
that small jobs require in comparison with larger projects.

As jobs get larger, your overhead will become a smaller percentage of your total job cost, and you’ll likely need 
to reduce your total markup to be competitive with larger contractors on bigger work.

The key is to balance sales with the anticipated number of smaller and larger projects using a job-size markup 
distribution plan. As you reduce markup on bigger jobs, make sure to increase markup on smaller projects to 
generate the total sales required to meet your annual overhead and profit goal.

Continued from page 4
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Caution: When using this strategy, don’t be tempted to go out and win lots of big jobs at a lower markup—you 
may end up busy and broke. And do not use these examples to determine your business’s unique markup needs.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
George Hedley, CSP, CPBC, is a professional construction BIZCOACH and industry speaker. He helps contractors build 
management teams and get their businesses to work for them. He is the best-selling author of “Get Your Construction 
Business To Always Make A Profit!,” available on amazon.com. Email George at gh@hardhatpresentations.com to sign 
up for his free e-newsletter, start a BIZCOACH program, attend a 2-day BIZ-BUILDER Boot Camp or get a discount at 
hardhatbizschool.com online university for contractors. Visit hardhatpresentations.com.

Shared with permission from www.constructionbusinessowner.com

Bid Letting
December 4, 2019 Bid Lettings

1. P 0034(164)270 (PCN 040A) - Buffalo, SWPPP = 3.24 AC - Culvert Repair (Bore and Jack Pipe & Slipline Pipe) 

- SD34 from east of Fort Thompson, east to SD50

2. NH-P 0042(53) (PCN 042F) - Butte, Harding, Meade, Perkins, SWPPP = 2.63 AC - Culvert Repair, Culvert 

Replacement & RCBC (2-14x8 CIP or Precast) - Various Locations in the Belle Fourche Area

3. IM 0292(84)61 (PCN 0729) - Lincoln - Shoulder Improvement & CRC Pavement Repair - I29 from Canton 

(Exit 62) to Tea (Exit 73)

December 11, 2019 Bid Lettings

1. BRF 6503(00)19-5 (PCN 075K) - Lawrence, SWPPP = 2.50 AC - Structure (174’ Prestressed Girder Bridge) & 

Approach Grading - Structure 0.9 miles north & 0.6 miles east of Whitewood

2. BRF 6353(00)19-1 (PCN 075F) - Lake, SWPPP = 0.90 AC - Structure (3 - 12’ x 10’ CIP RCBC) & Approach 

Grading - Structure 1.6 miles south of Chester on 464th Ave over Buffalo Creek 

3. P 0034(203)240 (PCN 05NJ) - Hughes, SWPPP = 0.77 AC - Slipline Pipe & Embankment Slope Grading - 

SD34, 1.5 miles east of 319th Ave in Hughes County. 

4. IM 0291(133)0 (PCN 0728) - Union - Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing of Inside Shoulders and Ramps - I29 NB 

& SB from SD/IA border to Exit 4

January 22
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Invitation to Bid
Invitation to Bid #1 - Project Location: Sioux Falls, SD
Sealed combined bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf of the 
South Dakota Department of Corrections at the Office of the State Engineer, 
Joe Foss Building, 523 East Capitol Ave, Pierre, South Dakota 57501-3182 
until December 3, 2019 at 2:00 PM CT for CAMPUS WIDE, SIDEWALK AND 
TUNNEL REHABILITATION at South Dakota State Penitentiary, Sioux Falls, 
SD, OSE# C1217--11X/SWMR. 

An on-site pre bid meeting will be held on November 20, 2019 at 9:00 AM CT, 
SDSP Administration 3rd Floor Conference Room. Security clearance must be 
approved prior to entering the site. Allow 5 business days for processing of 
security clearance forms. Refer to project manual for these forms and special 
conditions regarding photos. Attendance is optional, but it is the only time 
for bidders to review the site. Campus contact is Jeff Wieman, 605.367.5180 
jeffery.wieman@state.sd.us. OSE contact is Jennifer Walz, 605.773.6512 
jennifer.walz@state.sd.us. 

Copies of the Plans and Specifications, as well as general project info, may be 
obtained by bidders at the office of Infrastructure Design Group, Inc. 1111 N 
Lake Ave, Sioux Falls, SD 57104. A/E Contact is Vanessa Victor, 605.366.6145 
vanessav@infrastructureDG.com. Copies are also on file for viewing purposes 
at the Office of the State Engineer. Anyone requesting, reviewing, or copying 
Plans and Specifications for this project agrees that they are doing so for the 
sole purpose of submitting a bid on the project. Bidder further agrees the 
Plans and Specifications are the sole property of the State.

Invitation to Bid #2 - Project Location: Aberdeen, SD
Sealed combined bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf of 
the South Dakota Board of Regents at the Office of the State Engineer, Joe 
Foss Building, 523 East Capitol Ave, Pierre, South Dakota 57501-3182 until 
December 11, 2019 at 3:00 PM CT for the Science Center Parking Lot, 
Northern State University, Aberdeen, South Dakota, OSE# R0116--04X. 

There will NOT be a pre-bid meeting. Campus contact is Monte Mehlhoff, 
605.626.7779, Monte.Mehlhoff@northern.edu. OSE contact is Brittany 
Beck, Brittany.Beck@state.sd.us. 

Copies of the Plans and Specifications may be obtained by bidders at the 
office of Helms & Associates, 221 Brown Co. HWY 19, Aberdeen, SD 57402-
0111. A/E Contact: Lucas Hoover, 605.225.1212, lucash@helmsengineering.
com. Anyone requesting, reviewing, or copying Plans and Specifications for 
this project agrees that they are doing so for the sole purpose of submitting 
a bid on the project. Bidder further agrees the Plans and Specifications are 
the sole property of the State.

Regional Lettings

Aberdeen Region

There are currently no lettings 
for this region.

Mitchell Region

There are currently no lettings 
for this region.

Pierre Region

There are currently no lettings 
for this region.

Rapid City Region

12/3/2019
Project: 016A-491; PC# i5tt; Hwy 
16A in Custer; Crosswalk - Rectan-
gular Rapid Flashing Beacons

For more information on 
Regional Lettings please visit the 
SDDOT website.

http://www.sddot.com/business/contractors/bid/region/default.aspx
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Everything you need to know about qualifying,  
applying, contracts & stipulations
by Vernon Howerton
 
One of the most discussed and misunderstood areas of the construction industry is the disadvantaged business 
enterprises (DBE) program. For those who already participate in the program or wish to own and operate a certified 
DBE, it is critical to know the history and rules of the system. 

Conceived in the 1980s, the DBE program was originally a 10% set-aside (quota) for participation by minority- 
and woman-owned businesses in federally funded, transportation-related construction projects. The program was 
intended as a means to remedy past discrimination against women and minorities in the construction industry. 

Invitation to Bid #2 - Project Location: Aberdeen, SD
Sealed combined bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf of the South Dakota Department of Corrections 
at the Office of the State Engineer, Joe Foss Building, 523 East Capitol Ave, Pierre, SD 57501 until December 5, 2019 
at 3:30 PM CT for the Outdoor ADA updates & Repairs, Women’s Prison, Pierre, SD, OSE# C2020- -01X/SWMR.

There will be an on-site pre-bid meeting on November 21, 2019 at 1:00 PM CT. All bidders can meet at Women’s 
Prison, 3200 SD-34, Pierre SD 57501, Solem Building front lobby. Prior to being allowed within the secured perimeter 
for a project site tour, bidders must complete a background check by contacting Darren Berg, Deputy Warden Ph: 
605.773.3516, email: Darren.Berg@state.sd.us. Allow 2 working days for background checks to be approved. This 
pre-bid meeting is mandatory for any bidders to submit for the project and is the only opportunity to review the site. 
OSE contact is Steven Palmer, Steven.Palmer@state.sd.us. 

Copies of the Plans and Specifications may be obtained by bidders at the office of Clark Engineering, 1410 West 
Russell Street, Sioux Falls, SD 57104. A/E Contact: Paul Clinton, 605.331.2505, PClinton@clark-eng.com. Anyone 
requesting, reviewing, or copying Plans and Specifications for this project agrees that they are doing so for the sole 
purpose of submitting a bid on the project. Bidder further agrees the Plans and Specifications are the sole property 
of the State.
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Under the old program, a contractor bidding a $10 
million highway project needed to demonstrate 
$1 million of DBE participation for their bid to be 
considered responsive. But President Clinton and the 
Supreme Court changed the game in the late 1990s 
after Adarand Constructors, a guardrail contractor, 
submitted the lowest subcontract bid for guardrail on 
a Colorado highway construction project, but a higher 
bid was submitted by a DBE subcontractor. The prime 
took the high bid over the low to meet its quota for DBE 
participation.

Adarand sued and ultimately won in the Supreme Court. 
In Adarand Constructors Inc. v. Peña, 515 U.S. 200 
(1995), the court found the program unconstitutional 
as then implemented. The United States Department 
of Transportation (USDOT) then amended the DBE 
program under the auspices of “mend, not end,” thereby 
creating the precursor to the current DBE regulations.

Qualifying as a DBE
Most DBE programs, though implemented by the states 
via “uniform certification programs,” are based on the 
USDOT’s DBE regulations. They can be found in 49 CFR 
Part 26 at ecfr.gov. To qualify as a DBE, the firm must 
be at least 51% “owned” and “controlled” by one or 
more “socially” and “economically” disadvantaged 
individuals.

Ownership & Control
Ownership and control must be real and substantial. 
Typically, the disadvantaged owner must hold the 
highest position in the company—president or chief 
executive officer—and have the ability to control the 
day-to-day affairs of the business. As a result, generally, 
the company’s bylaws or agreements cannot provide 
for supermajority voting on issues, such as borrowing 
money, purchasing equipment, signing leases and the 
like. 

The disadvantaged owner of 51% of a business cannot 
and should not agree to a requirement for a 60% majority 
vote to take certain actions where the 51% ownership is 
the basis for the DBE certification. On the other hand, 
if two women each own 30% of a business and each is 
considered socially and economically disadvantaged, it 
is acceptable to have a 60% majority requirement for 
certain transactions. 

Social & Economic Disadvantage
Women and minorities are rebuttably presumed to 
be socially disadvantaged. Economic disadvantage is 
generally based on the owner’s net worth, exclusive 
of the owner’s interest in their primary residence and 
the value of their interest in the firm that is seeking 
certification. And the certifying authority must 
determine disadvantaged status based on the “totality 
of the circumstances.” 

Small Business 
To be certified as a DBE, the firm must also be “small,” 
based on either its number of employees or total sales in 
its primary area of business. Size standards are set and 
published by the Small Business Administration (SBA) 
based on the North American Industry Classification 
System (NAICS) code for the firm’s primary area of 
business. 

When the same individuals own or have the ability 
to control multiple firms, the firms are considered 
“affiliates,” and the total employees/sales are 
aggregated for purposes of the size determination. 
Firms that have grown too large to be certified as a DBE 
can still be certified as woman- or minority-owned.

Keep in Mind 
When creating a company that is intended to be certified 
as a DBE, there are numerous other considerations. For 
example, the disadvantaged owner must acquire their 
interest for its value to count (e.g., a husband cannot 
gift his wife or superintendent 51% of a business, 
then have it certified). Even where the disadvantaged 
owner’s interest is acquired in exchange for lending 
their “expertise” to the business, the owner must have 
a significant financial investment.

In community property states, care must be taken to 
not acquire the disadvantaged owner’s interest in the 
business with community property. However, a spouse 
can legally disclaim any interest in the business as 
community property. A DBE firm must be independent 
and not disproportionately dependent on another non-
DBE firm. In other words, a heavy highway contractor 
bidding on public work cannot set up captive DBE 
subcontractors.
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Project DBE goals are no longer considered quotas. 
Rather, when a project has a DBE “goal,” prime 
contractors bidding on the work must make “good faith 
efforts” to attain it. If the low bidder can demonstrate 
good faith efforts through records of advertising, 
solicitation of DBE bids, outreach and other means 
listed in the regulations, the project can still be awarded, 
even where the low bidder did not achieve the DBE 
participation goal.

Although there is some wiggle room for awarding 
authorities, prime contractors are no longer required 
to award a subcontract to a DBE firm just to meet the 
goal, if the DBE firm’s quote is unreasonably high in 
comparison to other bidders’ quotes. DBE contractors 
are still required to perform a “commercially useful 
function.” This means the DBE firm must contribute 
value to the project (i.e., you can’t just award a $1 
million contract to a DBE who does nothing except be 
counted as a subcontractor.)

Deep Into the Details
People who break the rules can go to jail or be fined 
when they are caught. Anyone who does not believe this 
should visit the USDOT Office of the Inspector General 
website (oig.dot.gov) and type “DBE” into the search 
bar. You will find pages of press releases concerning 
indictments, prosecutions and fines. 

As recently as Feb. 6, 2019, the U.S. Department of 
Justice (DOJ) announced a settlement related to DBE 
fraud. “Contractor A,” as we’ll call them, had graduated 
from the SBA’s 8(a) DBE program and used Contractor 
B, an allegedly related 8(a) DBE firm, to pursue 
business. According to the press release, Contractor B 

used Contractor A’s “bonding, office space, employees, 
contractors, software, computers and vehicles.” And 
Contractor A made high-level decisions and managed 
the day-to-day operations of Contractor B. 

The DOJ alleged Contractor B lacked “control” of its 
own operations, and the arrangement was intended to 
defraud the government. The two contractors agreed 
to pay the government $3.6 million to settle the case.

DBE fraudsters may also find they are subject to 
suspension or debarment from bidding and receiving 
new work from governmental entities, as well as subject 
to civil penalties under the False Claims Act or similar 
state laws. A good rule of thumb is not to do anything 
that will potentially put you in jail or ruin your existing 
business. 

Bottom line: Seek legal counsel from an experienced 
attorney and trust them if they simply say, “No, don’t 
apply.”  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Vernon Howerton is a construction law attorney at 
Gray Reed in Dallas, Texas. He has more than 25 years 
of experience helping businesses avoid and resolve 
commercial disputes through negotiation, alternative 
dispute resolution and litigation, with an emphasis on 
construction and government contract law. Howerton 
also has significant experience negotiating and 
documenting construction contracts and advising 
clients on the risks associated with various transactions. 
Contact Howerton at vhowerton@grayreed.com. Visit 
grayreed.com. 

405 N. Cherry Ave., Rapid City

http://www.constructionindustrycenter.com/Public/downloads/Turkey%20Round%20Up.pdf
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Primes Seeking DBEs

RCS CONSTRUCTION, INC. requests bids from qualified Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE), Minority 
Business Enterprises (MBE), and Woman Business Enterprises (WBE), as well as all other subcontractors and 
suppliers for various items of materials/construction for the West River/Lyman-Jones Rural Water System - 
New Deep Well Schedule 3 - Production Well, Wall, SD, to be let December 11, 2019 at 1:00 PM CST. Please 
send, email or call bids to RCS Construction, Inc., P.O. Box 9337, Rapid City, SD 57709, Phone (605) 342-3787 
Fax (605) 348-4041 or Email bobc@rcsconst.com. RCS Construction, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
Complete digital project bidding documents are available at www.questcdn.com They may also be obtained at 
the Construction Industry Center – (605) 343-5252

---

RCS CONSTRUCTION, INC. requests bids from qualified Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE), Minority 
Business Enterprises (MBE), and Woman Business Enterprises (WBE), as well as all other subcontractors and 
suppliers for various items of materials/construction for the Heritage Acres I & II - Exterior Repair and Interior 
Remodeling, Sturgis, SD, to be let November 26, 2019 at 2:00 PM MST. Please send, email or call bids to RCS 
Construction, Inc., P.O. Box 9337, Rapid City, SD 57709, Phone (605) 342-3787 Fax (605) 348-4041 or Email 
bobc@rcsconst.com. RCS Construction, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Contract documents may be 
examined and obtained at the office of Henriksen Inc., Architect; 526 Saint Joseph Street, Suite A; Rapid City, SD 
57701. They may also be obtained at the Construction Industry Center – (605) 343-5252

Welcome New DBEs!
New Certifications to the SD DBE Program

Innov8ive-Solutions, Inc.
65 McBurney Blvd

Colorado Springs, CO, 80911
719-494-6253

www.innov8ive-solutions.com

De-Certified
The Forrest Group LLC 

http://www.questcdn.com
http://www.innov8ive-solutions.com

